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On November 1, 2005 the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) issued its long-awaited regulations for conduct-
ing “all appropriate inquiries” (AAI) of environmental condi-
tions in connection with transactions involving real property.1  
Adhering to these requirements is one key element to providing 
property owners and tenants protection from federal Super-
fund liability as innocent landowners, bona fide prospective 
purchasers, and/or contiguous property owners.  Even those 
not seeking to avail themselves of these liability protections 
are likely to conduct their due diligence in accordance with the 
AAI rule (Rule), so the impact of these new provisions will be 
widely felt. 

The Rule, which becomes effective on November 1, 2006, will 
replace the interim AAI standard (ASTM E1527-00).2 The 
Rule also provides that the newly published ASTM Environ-
mental Site Assessments standard (ASTM E1527-05) will sat-
isfy the Rule and the statutory requirements for AAI.

This client alert will discuss the Rule’s provisions; compare 
them with current practices reflected in the interim standard 
for Phase I Environmental Site Assessments; and discuss how 
the final standards differ from the draft rule promulgated by 
EPA in August 2004.3 In addition, we will discuss some prac-
tical implications that this new standard will have for due 
diligence in connection with future property acquisitions and 
dispositions.  

Key Elements of the AAI Rule

There are six principal elements of the Rule.  First, the Rule 
requires an environmental professional (EP) to investigate the 
property in question and to prepare a report regarding envi-
ronmental conditions at the property and its immediate vicin-
ity.  The report must include the EP’s opinion as to whether 
his or her investigation indicates the possibility of a release or 
threatened release of hazardous substances.  It also requires 
the “user” (whoever is commissioning the report, usually the 
prospective purchaser) to collect certain information and con-
sider it in evaluating the property’s likely environmental con-
dition.

Second, the Rule sets standards for those who can qualify 
as an EP.  The interim standard contains only a general re-
quirement that the person conducting AAI be someone who 
is knowledgeable, qualified and sufficiently experienced to 

conduct this type of investigation.  By contrast, the Rule estab-
lishes specific standards for an EP which include certification, 
licensing, education and/or relevant experience.  

Not all persons involved in the AAI process need to meet these 
requirements.  But the overall effort must be carried out under 
the supervision of an EP.  That individual must sign a written 
declaration that he or she meets the minimum qualifications of 
an EP, and that the investigation was carried out in accordance 
with the Rule.  

Third, the Rule provides, as does the interim standard, a list 
of tasks which the EP must perform.  The EP must inspect the 
site, including an onsite visit, a requirement which is similar to 
the ASTM standard.  (A limited exception is provided for “un-
usual circumstances”, which must be documented.)  The EP 
must also view the adjoining property, at least from a property 
line, with particular attention to areas where hazardous waste 
was used, treated or stored.  

The EP must interview the current owner and occupant, and 
if the owner and occupant are not the same person, then both 
parties must be interviewed.  If there are multiple occupants, 
interviews must be conducted of all “major” occupants and 
those likely to use hazardous substances.  These requirements 
are an important departure from the interim standard, which 
requires merely a reasonable attempt to conduct interviews.  
Under the interim standard, Phase I reports based on a single 
interview of an owner’s representative were commonplace. 

The Rule also requires that additional interviews be conducted 
with current and past facility managers, past owners, operators 
or occupants of the property, and employees of past and cur-
rent occupants of the subject property, if necessary to meet the 
objectives and performance criteria of the Rule.  In addition, 
the Rule requires interviews with owners and occupants of 
neighboring and nearby properties, where the subject property 
is abandoned and there is evidence of “potential unauthorized 
uses” or “uncontrolled access”.  Under these circumstances, 
such interviews may provide the only means of obtaining the 
information necessary to meet the objectives of the Rule.

Similar to the interim standard, the Rule contains a require-
ment for a review of federal, state, tribal and local records 
and databases that reflect use and disposal of hazardous   
substances, not only at the subject site but also at surround-
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ing properties.  Such databases include CERCLIS, ERNS, the 
National Priorities List, RCRA generators and corrective ac-
tion lists, and registries of underground storage tanks.  The 
requirement to review local and tribal records is a change from 
the interim standard, under which that review is discretionary.  
The databases to be reviewed, many of which are accessible 
through the web, are very similar to those specified by ASTM 
E1527-00, with the most significant changes being (a) the ob-
ligation to include searches for engineering and institutional 
controls and environmental liens; and (b) the EP’s ability to 
modify the search radius requirements with a documented jus-
tification for doing so. 

One change from the interim standard is the Rule’s require-
ment that historical documents be reviewed only as far back in 
time as the property contained structures or was used for ag-
ricultural, residential, commercial, industrial, or governmental 
purposes.  By contrast, ASTM E1527-00 required that all ob-
vious uses of the property be identified from the present back 
to the property’s first developed use, or to 1940, whichever is 
earlier.  

The EP is also required to consider, in reaching his or her con-
clusions, (a) any commonly known or reasonably ascertainable 
information, and (b) the degree of obviousness of the presence 
or likely presence of contamination.
 
Fourth, the Rule requires that for each area of inquiry, the EP 
must (1) identify data gaps which impact his or her ability to 
identify conditions indicative of releases or threatened releases 
of hazardous substances on, at, in, or to the subject property; 
(2) identify the sources of information consulted to address 
such data gaps, and (3) comment upon the significance of those 
gaps.  Such an analysis was, at least to some extent, implicitly 
required by the interim standard; but its importance is much 
more heavily emphasized in the Rule, and the documentation 
of data gaps is no longer discretionary. 

Fifth, the Rule expressly requires the user to conduct its own in-
vestigation and to consider providing the results of that inquiry 
to the EP.  Such information includes specialized knowledge of 
the subject property and surrounding areas; commonly known 
or reasonably ascertainable information about the property; 
environmental liens (if not otherwise provided by the EP); and 
the relationship of the purchase price to the fair market value 
of the property if uncontaminated.  Although disclosure by the 
user to the EP is not mandatory (a significant change from the 
draft Rule), it is strongly encouraged.  If the user does not pro-
vide such information, then the EP must determine if this data 
gap hinders his or her ability to make a judgment about the 
likelihood of disposal of hazardous substances at the property.  
If so, that lack of information must be noted in the EP’s report.  
The emphasis on such user-generated information is an impor-
tant difference between the Rule and interim standard. 

Sixth, the Rule establishes a shelf life of one year for a Phase 
I.  Under the interim standard, use of prior reports which were 
over 180 days old was acceptable if certain criteria were met.  
The Rule technically extends the shelf life of an investigation 
to one year prior to the acquisition date (defined as the date 
of closing of the purchase) and expressly permits reliance on 

previously-obtained information.  However, various aspects of 
the investigation (such as interviews, on-site visual inspections, 
historical records review, and search for environmental liens) 
must be performed within 180 days of the acquisition date.  In 
addition, certain information, such as specialized knowledge 
of the site, and a comparison between purchase price and fair 
market value of the property if uncontaminated, must be newly 
evaluated by the appropriate party for each transaction.

One key question is whether the Rule requires that a Phase II 
ESA (which involves sampling and analysis of environmental 
media) be conducted where the Phase I indicates the possibility 
of hazardous waste disposal.  Technically, the Rule does not 
expressly mandate that any site undergo a Phase II.  As a prac-
tical matter, however, if there is a data gap as a result of which 
the EP indicates that he or she cannot confirm the absence of 
a hazardous substance release without a Phase II, the user will 
have very little choice about conducting one if it wants to qual-
ify for liability protections under CERCLA.  EPA’s preamble 
emphasizes a truism: that if the matter is contested, ultimately 
a court will decide if the user has caused a sufficient inquiry to 
be conducted.  If a data gap exists, there is a chance that in-
quiry will be found insufficient.  Moreover, as EPA emphasizes, 
there are additional obligations on the part of the user—such 
as stopping ongoing releases, preventing future releases and 
preventing exposure to others—which must be satisfied in or-
der to qualify for CERCLA liability protection. These ongoing 
obligations are much more difficult to satisfy in the absence of 
adequate information about the nature and extent of any prior 
release of hazardous substances.  

Finally, of course, environmental due diligence is performed for 
a variety of reasons, only one of which is to qualify for liability 
relief.  Prospective purchasers want to know about hazardous 
substances on-site in order to determine market value and price 
for the property; to negotiate appropriate contractual indemni-
ties and cleanup responsibilities; to protect occupants, invitees 
and neighbors from exposure; to satisfy lenders; and to facili-
tate the purchase of environmental insurance.  If the investiga-
tion has identified a potential hazardous waste disposal issue, 
there is going to be pressure to perform Phase II testing, even if 
the Rule on its face does not so require. 

Significant Changes from Current Due 
Diligence Practices

While there will be substantial continuity between current due 
diligence practices and the procedures mandated by the Rule, 
there will also be some notable changes.

One is the requirement for and emphasis on site interviews.  
Under the interim standard, they were often perfunctory af-
fairs.  The Rule requires a more searching inquiry and, poten-
tially, multiple interviews.  It may become commonplace for 
entities to be questioned about properties (and correspond-
ing operations) which have long since disappeared from their 
portfolios.  Such entities may want to consider implementing 
standard procedures to ensure that the appropriate individu-
als are interviewed and necessary information made available.  
Companies may want to develop protocols for how interviews 
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should be conducted (including who should be present) and 
how the results should be memorialized. 

A second change is the emphasis on “appropriate inquiries” by 
the user.  Under the interim standard, the typical approach is 
to commission a commodity-type Phase I by an environmental 
consulting firm and count on the resulting report to satisfy AAI 
requirements.  That is no longer sufficient.  The Rule requires 
the user itself to conduct certain inquiries and either share the 
findings with the EP or risk having the EP consider the lack 
of sharing a “data gap” requiring qualification of his or her 
conclusions.  The user’s need to be involved in the process rep-
resents a fundamental change in emphasis and will require an 
adjustment in thinking about Phase I’s on the part of both users 
and EPs.

A third notable change is an outgrowth of the second: the pres-
sure that the user’s involvement, and the encouragement to 
share data, will put on the relationship between the user and 
the EP.  One can certainly envision situations where the failure 
of the user to conduct the requisite inquiries, or to share results 
with the EP, will create friction as the EP struggles to determine 
how, and to what extent, the user’s failure or refusal to disclose 
information will require the Report to be qualified.  At the 
very least, the Rule’s requirements will lead to some interesting 
discussions between users and their EPs.

A fourth difference between current practice and due diligence 
under the Rule is likely to be the cost and time required to 
conduct a typical Phase I.  Many of the Rule’s new require-
ments are likely to drive up the cost of performing such an 
investigation.  The EPA has conducted a cost analysis to de-
termine the impact of the Rule, referred to as the “Economic 
Impact Analysis for the Final All Appropriate Inquiries Regula-
tion”, which is available on the public docket.4 That analysis 
concludes that the increased costs associated with the Rule are 
minimal (between $52 and $58 per Phase I).  However, many 
observers (including the authors) believe that EPA’s estimate 
seriously understates the likely increased costs of AAI under 
the Rule.  Moreover, the need in many cases to conduct mul-
tiple site interviews; the requirement to review databases that 
may not be easily accessible; and the obligation to render and 
document the rationale for sophisticated judgments (including 
the extent and significance of data gaps) will likely make the 
performance of Phase I’s under the Rule a much more time-
consuming process than under the interim standard.

Conclusion

EPA’s new All Appropriate Inquiries rule does not drastically 
overhaul existing environmental due diligence standards,  but 
there are some significant changes which will require users and 
EPs to adjust their thinking and practices in performing Phase 
I Environmental Site Assessments.  Both EPs and users, espe-

cially those with large real estate portfolios or which regularly 
acquire and divest properties, should re-examine their current 
environmental due diligence practices and update them to re-
flect the provisions of Rule well in advance of its November 1, 
2006 effective date.
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Notes

1. 70 Fed. Reg. 66070 (November 1, 2005), to be codified at 40 CFR Part 
312.
2. The prior version of the ASTM Standard, ASTM E1527-97, is also accepted 
as an interim standard for AAI.
3. 69 Fed. Reg. 52542 (August 26, 2004).  For a detailed discussion of the 
Proposed Rule, see David J. Freeman and Desiree C. Giler, “EPA Releases 
‘All Appropriate Inquiries’ Rule for Public Comment”, BNA Daily Environment 
Report, October 7, 2004.
4. See 70 Fed. Reg. 66103-04 (November 1, 2005).

An expanded version of this article will appear in the 
Dec. 15, 2005,  issue of BNA’s Environmental Due 
Diligence Guide. For more information on EDDG, visit 
http://www.bna.com/products/ens/eddg.htm


